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Baazigar movie full song

Keep up with the latest daily buzz in the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! I love music. But I especially love both when I'm touched by them. When they make me feel something. That's what we remember. What we cling to when we have nothing else. Something that gives us comfort, helps us remember and connects us in a way we couldn't otherly explain. We can all choose the latest
Disney and Pixar movies to grab chart-making songs, or be so iconic that we love it or hate it forever. (I think let it go from frozen and happy from me who is despicable.) However, some of the best songs have long been forgotten or rejected because they did not sell millions of downloads on iTunes. My playlist is a wide range of songs and I don't stick to any particular genre. I
choose what I feel or need at that particular time. If I'm getting ready to run, I need something different than when I'm out for a casual walk in the neighborhood. If I just need something to sing (not very good, I might add), who knows what I might find. Being an adult doesn't mean we should miss a G rated movie. For the most part, even animated films reflect real life by depicting
struggle, guilt and uncertainty. Often, the characters in these films face decisions that we only want to undo after the results are known, just as we often experience. As in life, there are times when we fail misered and achieve greatness. Maybe I won't miss a new animated movie - there may be a hidden treasure somewhere on the soundtrack that I might fall in love with and need.
The song captures those moments for us and attaches a melody to it so we can sing along. These songs are never ordered, but life sometimes works that way. From American Tale (Linda Ronstadt and James Ingram), our lives take us on a journey that protects us away from the people we love the most, and we know that someone will miss you until we see them again. We feel
the embrace of their love with them, even though we are separated by miles. This song comforts me when I feel a little lonely, when I know that I am loved, even though our lives are busy and chaotic. We can't be anywhere, but our love can. Trail We Blaze - The Life of The Road to El Dorado (Elton John) is an adventure, and this song is a great way to tell us that we travel less.
To ask for what is on the other side. Excited and unskept in fear. To be the discoverer of life. We may not always know what is at the end of the road and it may not lead us to a lost city of gold, but it is ultimately not really important. Being a trailblazer means being away from the crowd and chasing a dream that only we can see, which means starting a conversation, which means
standing when everyone else is sitting down. AllChange in the world has become possible for those who are not trapped in conformity and we should follow their lead and maybe we ourselves need to cause a bit of a stir! This song from Bee Movie (Sheryl Crow) just makes us sing. It fills our hearts with happiness and we smile. On a cloudy day, we will have that big big orange
glow in the sky, not only to warm the earth, but also to give us hope. Things in life don't always fit my eyes, and disappointment may be waiting in the immediate future, but this song believes in me, holding on and staying strong. It's a constant show that life is full of change. Rescuers (by Lee Salonga) Throughout our travels, life and wanderings, we sometimes can't find a way and
we can't find a way. It's easy to believe that we'll be forgotten so easily, but regardless of why you left, who's going to say you're never greeted with open arms and even loved? In our lifetime, few people will do anything to be there for you. Never take them for granted. Here I Am - From Spirit, The Stallion of Cimarron (Bryan Adams) to (Bryan Adams) There's no bigger song about
being true to ourselves and what we want than this ballad. In it, I take comfort in being vulnerable, chasing what seems out of reach and knowing who I am is worth more than anything else. We can lose possessions and fall in our faces, but nothing else matters if we don't know who we are or what we believe. If I don't know who we are, what's the living meaning? In a life full of
chaotic and busy moments, sometimes the best thing we can do is stop worrying about everything. We spend a lot of energy and time on scenarios that may never come. That doesn't mean the madness disappears, it means we need to stay away from it for a while. It's our little mini vacation. our escape. Sure, we know that the real world is still there, but sometimes our philosophy
has to be day by day, and we understand whatever we don't know now when we need it later. With that as our motto, we get through every day. Around Riverbend – from Pocahontas (by Ariel Jacobs) we have this sense of adventure that excites us, and even if we don't know what's going to happen next, fear doesn't prevent us from thrilling and what moves us. Staying in the
same place is not an option and pushing the envelope is always where our agenda is. Our endless curiosity to see what's out there and how we can interact is how we can interactthe oldness of otherwise boring beings. We break a few rules along the way, seeing things from a different perspective and allowing the mind to grow in a way that we might otherwise have missed. Go
ahead... Take a peak. It could be all you ever wanted. You have friends in me - Toy Story (from Randy Newman) No matter who we are, we all need friends. Not just friends who show up when we need something or when it's convenient, but people who do anything for us. They commit to your friendships and need you as much as you need them. You may always look into your
eyes and say things you may regret later, but when it comes, you have each other's backs. No matter what. through thick and thin. When it's all said and done, a person has no superiority in the friends he has and the friendships he gives. Why should I worry? - From Oliver &amp; Company (Billy Joel), no matter where we come from or how much we know, we can't always plan our
lives. We need to adapt to ever-changing landscapes, the pitfalls and obstacles that come our way, and improvise as needed. No one has a blueprint for life and the book won't tell us what to expect, but we know that somehow carrying worry and uncertainty should not live our best lives. Going through life tall and confident teaches us to be strong and courageous when things
don't go the way we want them to. We can behave the same way as we do without all the answers to every question. Tarzan (Phil Collins) has three sons of my own and sent the last one to college last year, so this song was one of many that made me happy and sad at the same time. Mother's love never leaves, and no matter how far a child travels, it is a love that cannot be
forgotten or misplaced. Sometimes our families are not what we were born with, but the people we connect with and love without boundaries. Our loved ones don't go through the day without feeling our love and let them know this when the moment you're together seems short or never enough, you're always in my heart and closer than you imagined. Reflection – from Mulan (by
Lee Salonga) who didn't have a parent to lead us towards career or college choices? who thought they really had to be someone who wasn't, but it was easy, so we followed a paved path for them? If the main goal of our lives is to be happy, those who love us the most should hope for it too for us. Sometimes we still don't know who we are and just travel through life and we really
find ourselves. Don't be afraid to look at yourself in the mirror and see what's in your heart and soul. Showing people the real may be a bit scary, but it's something we'll never forget - in that moment, we can no longer stop. We are our natural self. Prince of Egypt (Mariah Carey) know the power behind a single belief until it happens to me. I didn't understand how one idea could
change everything; a way to convince you that everything you can't see or touch still matters. You may be pulled in a direction you can barely share, but fear is not an option. Miracles happen and show us that no matter where we come from, what happened to us, sometimes life gives us moments that change us forever. It's not about what we know or how far we've gone at
school, it's because it's possible that real power is born when you believe. If you look back on life from Little Wonders (Meet the Robinsons) (Rob Thomas), you can pick really bad parts that we've never been living. Every day we are exposed to small, once-trivial moments, putting us on the ground in a way that big things can't. Most of us are too busy to pay attention to anything
other than what's in front of us. Once in a while, what looks like the wrong turn actually leads us to where we were going to be all the way. You can't be so busy with life as to miss out on a little wonder that will be a really big remember. Feel the light (home (by Jennifer Lopez) Sometimes life grabs our hands, pushes us into situations we don't want, and falling into a crumpled mess
serves that purpose well. All the emotions we desperately try to hide come rush to the surface and we stop worrying about what matters most. We stumble. We get lost. We give up. This song gives me hope in places I don't think I'll see and it makes sure love is the greatest of all things. We all feel like we have to make choices and live with them forever. But that's not true; we can
make changes, even if that's not what others do. True friendship does the rounds throughout life, but in the end, it always finds itself back in home. Sometimes you have to fight for it again. God help outcast - from Hunchback from Notre Dame (by Bette Midler) that any of us don't really fit in. We are all different, but we strive to confirm the norms that crowds and society have
created for us. Some days I don't know where to go, I don't have an answer, I feel lonely. Maybe we believe that no one else really understands what we're feeling, or we're really afraid of being vulnerable with someone. Honestly, we don't even know what we need, but when we give unconditionally to others knowing that fights are good things, we seem to be losing that
selfishness. We aim to be more passionate and generous to fewer people. We want to ease the suffering of those who have been bullied, teased and dismissed as non-important. Sometimes we all need to be a re-remember of our differences and celebrate together instead. Rainbow Connection – From the Muppet Movie (by Kermit the Frog) OK, you caught me. This isn't really an
animated movie, but I grew up watching The Muppets every Sunday night at 7 p.m. and if necessary,All our rainbows come only after the rain. Life brings storms and I don't know how long it will last, but I know the sun will come out tomorrow (it could be from another movie). Not because we believe there is a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, but because a little magic holds in
the way the light reflects water droplets. The song is a re-use of the power of dreams and believing in why each means something to its owner. We still want stars, we still look for the sky for answers, and we still love to sing this song. Bottom line: The best soundtracks come with great scores and receive many awards, but as much as you achieve those praises, sometimes they
are hidden behind humans with a little less of the best melodies and words. The basic principles of comics that succeed in expressing human emotions are difficult to achieve without music. Some of these songs collect dust and are forgotten and just listed as tracks on cd. Just because high-profile actors and actresses don't provide the voice of the protagonist doesn't mean the
movie is worthless. Most of the time, hidden gems are what we have to find for ourselves. Life is about living and all the challenges and opportunities that come with it. Some days are easier than others. Some have questions, while others provide answers. You'll also find hope, curiosity, and love in the moments you capture in life while chasing your dreams and found great friends
along the way. These songs will be your new favorite playlist and when you get the chance, maybe let's watch the movie too. Featured Photo Credit: Oscar Keys via unsplash.com .com unsplash
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